
I Reminice

Mr. Sancho

Only 2 and a half years but a life time of memories

the moment I heard you were gone I broke down crying on my knees

saying lord please take me instead cuz I feel like im already dead

my mente is like above up in smoke remembering of his head man

gettin a little chopped up just rapping about it los hombres no lloran por shit home boy

we're rapping about it and I reminice about back in the days we used to play

before we lift la wieghts but I also remember the stuff that we had and pulling the play this way

hearing you say to this day ey perro come overs so we can lift wieghts

saying getting a hyna and getting first base then i inbrace

finally, has being to be reality cuz I hate living a fantasy

and realizing your not really here instead of myself

it cannot be it cannot be that not really here(4x)

I reminice about back in the days carnal 
we used to kick it in the play ground and lift wieghts carnal

I wonder why you had to leave my side
your memory is in my mind every day and every night all of the time

your probably wondering why I didn't show up in the funeral I bet it was beautiful carnal they didn't hash to 
deleted you, laying there when I had another back cuz the black cuz I couldn't understand the bad that you had 

to pass, you didn't get the chance to live a finely life or do something right I'll do this one more time.Thanks for 
everything expressing my gratitude at this chiquilin down with this cuz I went down with prace and this 

emotional mains but to the end of my days, thinking of ways of how to get by so I can live myself a space so I 
must get high, what is this so many occasions I saw, not enough access or rogations to call, I don't worry at all, 
I'll be the help on the ball for not being really sure at all with the pictures on my wall, now you let me down to 
sleep trade myself for the lord to keep and if you haven't seen me get down for the weed, no wonder you will 

true rest in peace.Yeah was up this song is dedicated to my homeboy called Gabriel who passed away in 
mother's day and is dedicated to his familia and everyone whose lost some one out there, rest in peace, I know 

you are looking down on me homie, know it, rest in peace, gracias por everything
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